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Data is to the 21st century what oil was for the 20th century. Data is a key commodity that the leading firms of
the 21st century are using to become market leaders. Similar to oil, the ability to control, protect and access
clean data as a key commodity is going to become a primary concern for all global companies.

The Problem?
Data is being created
faster than companies
can measure, in places
companies can't control.

According to IBM, 90% of all data
globally has been created in the last
two years. 90% of this data is in an
unstructured format.

Not all data is created equally,
data has different value and
different levels of sensitivity.
Knowing the difference is
difficult, understanding what
data you have in realtime is
currently impossible.

Poor data governance can result in
massive monetary and reputational
loss in enterprise value (Facebook
faced a loss of $58bn in less than 24h)

By 2020, 50% of all midsize and large enterprises will have implemented file analysis for
managing unstructured data. 80% of file analysis vendors that only offer data
mapping/inventory capabilities, without also providing additional remediation, will have
exited the market (Gartner).

The major sources
of data loss are
found to be:

27%

Human Error

48%

Malicious or
Criminal Attack

25%

System Glitch

Step 1
Discover, Analyze
and Classify your Data
We automatically discover,
analyze and classify your large
data repositories and archives to
build a richly detailed catalog of
your files and map these to your
own customised sensitivity levels.
This is an efficient process that
can find legacy and archived data
across any servers, cloud storage
or even local storage on personal
devices such as laptops and
desktops. You gain a complete
picture of your data footprint.

Classiﬁcation Accuracy
Using a custom-built, proprietary
machine learning pipeline consisting
of natural language (NLP) and
neural networks, we are able to
classify documents with increasing
accuracy over time in any customer
and industry vertical.

Step 2
Interrogate and Build Your Permissions Structure
Your Active Directory or LDAP
contains a complex graph of
permissions linked to groups,
users and access rights. Our
software interrogates this data
and builds clean directed graph
structures allowing us to quickly
identify users and file access
combinations.
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Step 3
Automatically Highlight Risks in your Data
By identifying vulnerabilities such as sensitive files with
open access, users with unintentionally wide access
rights, or global access groups and files, we allow you to
gain an understanding of your data footprint quickly
and efficiently.

Step 4
Unstructured Data Lineage: Upcoming Feature
We are building an automated
data lineage feature that tracks all
edit activities and file versions
across your data estate. We then
build data ancestry graphs while
tracking these changes on an
audit log (saved to an immutable
private blockchain) that you can
use for:
1. Data loss prevention
2. Data forensic investigations
3. Data governance process
improvement and training
4. Data governance
demonstration to entitled
external parties (a trust
building service)

Get in touch with one of our experts today on
www.getvisibility.com or info@getvisibility.com

